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We are British designers, manufacturers, printers and finishers of a wide range of corporate and promotional 

merchandise specialising in sustainable materials.  All stages of production are in house, backed by a multi award winning 

customer service team to help with your orders.

Who we are

There is no standard definition of sustainable manufacturing. Sustainable British manufacturing for us is the safe 

production of our products through economically and environmentally sound processes, using ethically sourced 

materials with print and production techniques that minimise negative impacts while conserving natural resources 

and energy. Sustainable manufacturing also provides benefit to our employees and the wider community and 

ensures product safety for our customers.

Sustainable British manufacturing

As the actual manufacturers of everything you will see in this brochure, we can also make custom shapes and products 

to suit your requirements in any of these materials. Just let us have your ideas and we can convert them into your own 

unique products.

Fancy something a little different?

Welcome

Charter Supplier

Full Colour Print
Personalisation 

Laser Engraved
Personalisation

EcoMade in 
Britain

Zero Air 
Miles

Our factory is a member of the below organisations and has earned the accreditations shown

Charter Supplier

Charter Supplier
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For our wood products we only use timber suppliers with full sustainable supply chain certifications to internationally 

recognised environmental standards to ensure that all our wood types are responsibly sourced for your peace of 

mind. We also only work with oak, maple, walnut and cherry which NatureServe, a non-profit organisation made up of 

biodiversity scientists, have given a conservation status of G5 SECURE.  Doing things this way makes our timber more 

expensive - but the cost is worth it. Responsible planting, managing and harvesting of timber by a proper supply chain for 

wooden products is good for the environment.

Wood

Not all bamboo is the same and just saying something is made from bamboo does not necessarily make it eco - far from 

it. All MOSO® material is made in production facilities that are ISO 9001 quality and ISO 14001 environmental third 

party certified and complies with the most stringent international standards. All adhesives used by MOSO® easily meet 

the very strict E1 class following the EN 717 standard with respect to formaldehyde emissions and all MOSO®’s solid 

bamboo materials are proven and certified to be carbon neutral or better over their full life cycle.

Moso® Bamboo

Our Materials

Greencast® acrylic is produced from 100% recycled acrylic and is 100% recyclable at the end of its useful life. Unlike 

other techniques, the production of Greencast® acrylic uses a proprietary process which allows for the recovery of 

the original solvent (PMMA).  This solvent is a durable, noble plastic which is reused to produce new acrylic sheets.  The 

benefit of this process is that recycled clear transparent acrylic has the same quality as new virgin acrylic, but more 

importantly it can be recycled, countless times, without ever losing its all important properties. An additional positive is 

this process also reduces water consumption and carbon emissions at the point of manufacture while being VOC and 

HFC free.

Greencast® Acrylic

All of the aluminium we use in our products is part recycled material and it is one of the most sustainable materials on 

the market today. Recycling aluminium saves about 90% of the energy it takes to make new aluminium as well as helping 

to reduce the demand for mining the bauxite ore needed to produce new aluminium. Our zero-waste manufacturing 

processes also allow for the collection of all unused ‘offcuts’ of aluminium for recycling as well.    

Aluminium
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Bamboo Phone Stands

Oak Phone Stands

Bamboo Flat Pack Gift Set 

(Trio of Bamboo Desktop Xmas Trees p.09)

Flat Pack Gift Sets

ECO PACK & POST
Each set is designed to fit snugly into 

our sturdy, plastic free flatpack postal 

packaging. Our packaging is natural 

and neutral and can be sent to a 

central hub or direct to any number of 

individual recipients addresses under 

plain cover.

MIX & MATCH
Choose between solid oak, warm 

caramel Moso® bamboo or 

Greencast® acrylic. Choose between 

curvy and geometric styles and then 

choose the pieces you would like in 

each set, from flat pack tablet stands, 

phone stands, coasters, keyrings, 

christmas trees, decorations, cards, 

ornaments and more!

PERSONALISE
Printed or engraved, personalising 

each product couldn’t be easier! 

Simply decide on your logo and/or 

message and send it to us, along with 

a list of your recipients names. We will 

then artwork and proof these back 

to you for approval. Alternatively you 

can now visit addnames.co.uk and do 

it all online!

1 2 3

Exclusive UK designed and manufactured flat pack gift sets made only from sustainably sourced and certified Moso® 

bamboo and Greencast® acrylic. Send a little eco festive cheer this year mixed with a practical gift that will enhance 

your brand. These gift sets are ideal for posting in time for Christmas!
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Bamboo Flat Pack Gift Set 

(Accessories Stand, Coaster & Keyring)

Flat Pack Gift Sets

Bamboo Coasters

Oak Coasters

Flat Pack Gift Sets

The choice is all yours to select the items you like from these pages and personalise some or all of them as you see fit.

Mix trees with baubles, keyrings, coasters, phone stands or any other item to create your ideal customised pack. Minimum 

order quantity of  just 5 packs. Not quite right? You’re in luck, we can also create bespoke products -

 just send us your ideas!

Bamboo Keyrings Oak Keyrings Bamboo Accessories/Tablet Stand
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Moso® Bamboo Xmas Tree Decorations

Moso® Bamboo Tree Decorations

The most eco friendly British made Xmas tree decorations available anywhere! 72mm diameter, loop hole 

fitting, supplied with natural twine. 10 unique Xmas themed designs (9 featured here) with ample room for your 

personalisation and logo. Each design is also available in Greencast® acrylic (see opposite page). 

BMB-CTO Bamboo Reindeer BMB-CTO Bamboo Robin BMB-CTO Bamboo Penguins

BMB-CTO Bamboo Polar Bears BMB-CTO Bamboo Mistletoe BMB-CTO Bamboo Candles

BMB-CTO Bamboo Starburst BMB-CTO Bamboo Angels BMB-CTO Bamboo Xmas Tree
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Greencast® Acrylic Xmas Tree Decorations

ACR-CTO Acrylic Penguins

ACR-CTO Acrylic Shaped Dove

ACR-CTO Acrylic Shaped Tree

Greencast® Acrylic Tree Decorations

New for 2021 - British made Greencast® acrylic Xmas tree decorations! 72mm diameter bauble shapes in 10 

unique designs (4 featured here, see opposite page for more) + 5 shaped acrylic designs. 5mm loop hole fitting, 

supplied with natural twine. Each bauble design is also available in Moso® bamboo (see opposite page).

ACR-CTO Acrylic Shaped Star

ACR-CTO Acrylic Shaped Polar Bear

New New

New New New

ACR-CTO Acrylic Candles ACR-CTO Acrylic Robin ACR-CTO Acrylic Mistletoe

New New New

ACR-CTO Acrylic Shaped Reindeer

New
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Solid Oak Xmas Ornaments

Solid Oak Xmas Ornaments and Little Thankyou Gifts

Looking for something a little more unique and enduring? We make personalised corporate gifts in attractive and 

sustainable solid wood (oak, maple, walnut or cherry). New this year - our Christmas themed oak ornaments, which 

are sure to delight and standout from all the synthetic materials which inundate the market at this time. This year 

choose a gift that is sure to be treasured for many years to come rather than end up in landfill by January!

WDBA-CIN3 Set of 3 Oak Stars

AAC Large Metal Calendar Coasters

WD-CTO-1 Oak Hanging Star with
Acrylic Bauble

WD-CO-2 Oak Xmas Tree with 
Acrylic Bauble

New

New

WDB-CO-1 Oak Robin

New

WD-THSN3  Star Tealight Holder

New

New

New
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Moso® Bamboo Xmas Ornaments

TTCT-BMBB Bamboo Xmas Tree with 
Bauble

BMB-CTO-1 Bamboo Flat Pack Hanging 
Star Decoration

BMB-CO-1 Bamboo Flat Pack Reindeer

New

New

Moso® Bamboo Xmas Ornaments and Little Thankyou Gifts

Our new range of eco corporate Christmas gifts are a great way to promote your business and treat your 

employees, colleagues or clients at the same time! These fun Moso® bamboo gifts will brighten up any work 

station, office or home, and can be individually customised with your chosen details. Any item on this page can also 

be added to a bespoke flat pack gift set (see p.04-05) and posted in plenty of time for the coming holiday season!

TTCT-ACRB Bamboo Xmas Tree with 
Acrylic Bauble

TTCT-T Bamboo Xmas Tree (3 x sizes) TTCT-M Bamboo Hanging Tree 
Decoration

New

New New
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WDCL-C1-2 Maple and Walnut Dual Wood Clocks

WDPW-AC Oak Paperweight with 
Metal Insert

WD-MSG1 Oak Message Block

WD-TBL Walnut Trinket Box

WD-PFRR Solid Oak Photo Frame WD-WVHNR Oak Vase Holder

Solid Wood Xmas Gifts

British Made Corporate Gifts

British made, quality corporate gifts from an award winning independent UK manufacturer. We do everything in 

house, from cutting and shaping the premium raw materials (wood, bamboo, aluminium and acrylic - all with proven 

environmental credentials) to finishing and assembly and finally despatched in our plastic free eco packaging. This 

gives us complete quality control at every stage of production and a lower carbon footprint on every single
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Moso® Bamboo Xmas Gifts

British Made Corporate Gifts

(...cont’d) product. We are pioneers of easy online product personalisation, so you can customise your gift to suit 

any and every recipient - with logos, names and messages engraved or printed on to any surface. We have full 

certification, transparency and accountability throughout our supply chain so you can have 100% trust in the high 

quality, sustainability and full provenance of your gift choice.

BMBFS-GNK Bamboo Gonk

New

New

BMB-CTO-2 Bamboo Star Wall 
Hanging

BMB-PC Bamboo Xmas Postal Card

New

New

BMB-DH Bamboo Hanging Door 
Signs

ACR-CTO Greencast® Acrylic Decoration 
with Card

NewNew

ACR-CTO-GNK Greencast® Acrylic Gonk 
Tree Decoration

New
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